Preventive physical therapy and care humanization in the treatment of a bedridden, home care, neurologic patient
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Abstract

Introduction: This case study investigated the impact of preventive physical therapy on shoulder problems and the prevention of pressure ulcers (PU) in a bedridden, home care, post-neurological surgery patient. Objective: To highlight the importance of physical therapy in the prevention of comorbidities, chronic neurological sequelae, and PU. Materials and Methods: In the immediate post-surgical phase, the patient was treated with preventive measures against PU, according to the Pressure Ulcer Prevention Protocol of the University of São Paulo, the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel, and the Braden Scale. In addition, we used the modified Ashworth scale to assess spasticity. A kinesiotherapy program based on the Bobath's concept was used to prevent subluxation of the plegic arm and help in the recovery of functional movements. Results: The use of preventive measures and delivery of humanized care during a six-month period helped...
prevent the development of stage 3 and 4 PU and physical, functional, and respiratory complications. By the end of six months, the patient was found to be at low risk of developing PU. **Conclusion:** Notwithstanding the difficulties experienced during treatment, especially for the positioning of the arm and performance of transferring and positioning techniques, the results of this study are in agreement with aspects considered important for treatment outcomes.
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**Introduction**

Patients with severe neurological disorders experience sensory changes and motor disorders that significantly impair their quality of life. The clinical features of central nervous system disorders are determined by the location and extension of the lesion (1, 2). Health care providers play an important role in helping patients prevent sequelae, regain functionality and improve their quality of life. Nevertheless, professionals need to see beyond the clinical aspects of the neurological disease and view the patient holistically. Ideal health care services focus on patient wellbeing and quality of care. Caring means treating patients taking into account their social, economic and family backgrounds. Health care providers need to have a comprehensive view, in order to provide a care that goes beyond the disease (3).

Physical therapy is a science that uses therapeutic techniques and interventions to promote the recovery of functionality, the prevention of sequelae and the improvement of patients’ quality of life. Thus, physical therapists also participate in the ongoing process of transformation of the Brazilian and world health care systems. The inclusion of physical therapists in the multidisciplinary team was enacted by the 1988 Constitution. In face of pathological situations and conditions, these professionals are expected to think and act in a systematic, global way, interacting with other health professionals in order to prevent, minimize and/or reverse the changes resulting from neurological disorders and prolonged stay in bed. The increasing awareness about the importance of physical therapy assessment is accompanied by need to acquire increasingly complex knowledge, based on a holistic assessment of the patient, in order to correctly identify his/her problems and needs and make early intervention possible (4).

In this sense, although the importance of preventive actions in physical therapy has been stressed in the literature for some decades, particularly in England and Australia — for example, with the so-called Community Physiotherapy, whose goal is to prevent and control chronic diseases, and promote of
quality of life, especially in individuals with multiple health problems (5, 6) — these actions are only now obtaining a growing importance in current physical therapy practices. It is tool for practice at various levels of health care, especially in primary care. More than recovering or healing people, prevention creates opportunities for health and wellbeing. Preventive therapy aims to prevent or delay morbidities in chronic bedridden patients, promote the recovery of functionality lost as a result of the disease and/or sequelae which make people more susceptible to developing pressure ulcers (7). Thus, physical therapy treatment should begin early and last during the whole duration of the immobilization period.

The literature indicates that prolonged immobilization results in multiple skin, joint and muscle changes. The adverse effects of immobilization are numerous and include reduced functional capacity of the musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, cutaneous, respiratory, genitourinary, nervous, gastrointestinal, metabolic and hormonal systems. These changes occur slowly and are easily observed in bedridden patients (7). Decubitus ulcer formation is also significant due to trophic changes common to neurological diseases. Bedridden individuals require home care. Multidisciplinary, comprehensive home care is one of the several activities implemented in primary health care. It should be structured taking into account: the clinical condition of the patient; the degree of dependence to perform functional activities; social and economic conditions; necessary equipment; and the involvement of caregivers in the program. The goal is to provide humanized and comprehensive care by means of a closer relationship between the health care team and the patient and his/her family. According to the World Health Organization, home care should "meet the care needs of people who are (temporarily or permanently) unable to seek health services outside the home". All members of the health care team should be involved in its implementation, as its effectiveness is associated with its composition and the conditions provided by the patient, his/her family and home (8). It is of paramount importance that the work of health care providers in home care produce significant changes in the environment where patients live. Working in partnership with the team, with the own family and/or with caregivers is essential for the provision of quality care (9).

Therefore, an adequate recovery and prevention program should be planned and implemented using a multidisciplinary, participatory team approach. In addition, the team should be trained for this purpose. Another important element is the establishment of a closer relationship between the professional and the patient. This relationship "tends to be long-lasting and will inevitably be not limited to a relationship in which the physical therapist will restrict his/her actions to the technical performance of his/her tasks" (9).

Thus, the first goal of this study was to investigate the impact of a multiprofessional preventive care program based on the Pressure Ulcer Prevention Protocol of the University of Sao Paulo on internal and external risk factors for the development of stage 1, 2, 3 and 4 pressure ulcers. We used the Braden Scale to assess PU risk of patients.

The second goal of this study was to investigate the effectiveness of a care program based on the Bobath’s concept in decreasing shoulder spasticity and facilitating movement. We worked with static postures in order to inhibit muscle tone changes and abnormal movement patterns. We assessed spasticity of the paralyzed arm using the modified Ashworth Scale.

Materials and Methods

Case report

We report the case of an 18-year-old male, who weighed 180 kg and was diagnosed with pituitary adenoma. The patient underwent surgery to remove a tumor in the central nervous system in September, 2009. Due to its location and the degree of involvement of brain tissue, only the part of the tumor that located between the optic nerve and the pituitary gland was removed. Pituitary tumors are benign tumors of the pituitary gland that typically cause neurological and hormonal symptoms. Our patient had acromegaly, which is caused by an over-production of growth hormone (GH).

The patient was discharged after nine days of hospitalization. At home he was diagnosed with deep vein thrombosis (DVT) in the left leg. The patient had swelling, edema and pain in the lower limbs. The literature states that neurological conditions that lead to prolonged bed rest, associated with obesity and post-surgical stress, are risk factors for the appearance of DVT (10).

The patient’s main complaint was "persistent and intense" pain on the left shoulder. Pain was assessed
using a Visual Numeric Scale (VNS) and was found to have an intensity of 9 at baseline and 6 after six months of treatment. First we performed an overall assessment of the patient, in order to check for the presence or absence of erythema in any body area, functional changes and sensitivity. On examination, the patient had no redness, blisters or ulcers in any part of the body.

The patient showed (table 1) spasticity in the left arm, change in muscle strength (table 2), and compromised motor function and performance. Muscle strength was assessed using the Manual Muscle Test (MMT), which allows the establishment of a functional diagnosis. Spasticity was assessed using the modified Ashworth Scale.

Other signs and symptoms presented by the patient included: headache; postural hypotension; changes in sensitivity to heat, cold and pressure; constant drowsiness; and difficulty speaking and swallowing. In the first month of treatment, the patient developed stage 1 and 2 PU. We used definitions of the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP) on the staging of PU and performed a two-dimensional measurement (length x width) of shallow ulcers (stages 1 and 2). Ulcer length and width were measured with a ruler.

Measures to prevent the development of pressure ulcers were taken by the physical therapy, nursing and nutrition teams during six months. The Braden Scale was the assessment tool used in this study. The Braden Scale was validated in Portugal (11) and has six subscales: sensory perception, moisture, activity, mobility, nutrition, and friction/shear. Possible scores range from 6 to 20. Each subscale has a score ranging from 1 to 4, except for the subscale friction/shear. The total score (between 6 and 20) will predict a patient’s risk of developing pressure ulcer and guide the selection of the necessary preventive measures. Adult patients with a score equal to or below 16 are considered at risk (12).

Prevention is the best solution to the problem of pressure ulcers. Thus, the Pressure Ulcer Prevention Protocol of the University of Sao Paulo (13) was of great help in the implementation of preventive measures. The following prevention actions were taken with the help of caregivers and family members: use of pillows and cushions to reposition and elevate the patient’s heels and other bony prominences; performance of transferring and positioning techniques (decubitus changes) at least every two hours.

The patient’s body was placed in to proper postural alignment, and we paid special attention to the uniform and even distribution of the patient’s weight, in order to avoid mechanical loading and relieve pressure on several points of his body. The patient and his caregivers were instructed about adequate skin care, hygiene, nutrition and hydration; inadequate postures; the importance of an adequate mattress; and the need to perform circulatory massage movements close to areas of redness for at least ten minutes, in order to stimulate local blood flow. Additionally, they were

**Table 1** - Classification of patient’s risk of developing pressure ulcers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk</th>
<th>Punctuation scores</th>
<th>Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>between 6 and 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higher moderate risk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>between 12 and 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower moderate risk</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>between 15 and 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>between 18 and 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely low risk</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The lower the score, the greater the potential for developing a pressure ulcer. © Copyright Bárbara Braden & Nancy Bergstrom, 1986. Validated in Portuguese by Paranhos WY; Santos, VLCG. (1999).

**Table 2** - Scores obtained during the six months of treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>From September, 2009 until February, 2010.</th>
<th>Sensory perception</th>
<th>Moisture</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Mobility</th>
<th>Nutrition</th>
<th>Friction/shear</th>
<th>Total score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st and 2nd Months</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd and 4th Months</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th and 6th Months</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The lower the score, the greater the potential for developing a pressure ulcer. © Copyright Bárbara Braden & Nancy Bergstrom, 1986. Validated in Portuguese by Paranhos WY; Santos, VLCG. (1999).
instructed to elevate the headboard twice daily for 15 minutes and use supporting surfaces during skin care.

Low-power He-Ne laser was used in areas of bony prominences that were under pressure. We used laser irradiation at 4 J/cm² fluence for 4 minutes and in a punctual manner.

Modified Ashworth Scale

We assessed spasticity of the paralyzed arm using the modified Ashworth Scale (14). Spasticity are accompanied by secondary changes that can lead to deformities, such as muscle contractures, and aggravating factors, such as pressure ulcers. This disorder is seen in various diseases, among which the most frequent are cerebral palsy, spinal cord injury and brain injury, caused by trauma, tumor, vascular lesion, infection or degenerative diseases.

It is important to remember that bedridden patients suffer from neurological pain and paresthesia. If the pain is unbearable, the patient will have difficulties resuming independence in the performance of activities of daily living. Rigidity and spasticity can result in a dislocated shoulder. Recovery occurs if the motor control is activated by actions mediated by the "normal postural reflex mechanism", in accordance with Berta Bobath's classification (1980). The postural reflex mechanism is the product of the interaction between balance and rectification reactions. The activation of this mechanism means acquisition of motor control and, consequently, acquisition of movement (15).

A neurological and functional exercise program was also performed, according to the basic guidelines of the Bobath's concept (15). The exercises were performed in the patient's home, three times a week, for a period of six months (from September, 2009 to February, 2010). Each session lasted ninety minutes and a total of 62 sessions were conducted. Reassessments were carried out after 28 sessions and at the end of the intervention period.

Exercise Program

We performed exercises to achieve biomechanical alignment of the shoulder and scapula, and normalize muscle tone, positioning the arm out of the pathological pattern. Functional postures were adopted in order to facilitate ADL: patient supine with his arm elevated in the supine position for 10 minutes, and patient in the lateral decubitus position (lying on the unaffected side) with the affected arm resting on a pillow. The exercises were also carried out with the patient in a sitting position. The patient had to support the weight of his affected arm for 10 minutes. The program also included passive shoulder-stretching exercises, using key points of the Bobath's concept (shoulder external rotation, elbow extension and wrist extension) to inhibit hypertonia and prevent subluxation.

The program also included head and trunk extension exercises, and bridge exercises to strengthen the hip and trunk muscles. During performance of these exercises, the patient was supine, with his feet flat on the bed and his knees bent. He was told to contract the abdominal muscles, buttocks and posterior thigh in order to raise the pelvis. After thirteen sessions, movements of opening and closing of the arms and touching the shoulders, and lifting and supporting the shoulder (both with the patient in the sitting position) were added to the exercise program.

The following procedures were performed in the lower limbs: calf muscle pump (maneuver of manual compression of the calf) to reduce venous stasis and the risk of thrombosis, especially in the right leg; stretching exercises of the posterior thigh and leg muscles with the aid of an elastic band; knee and hip flexion and extension exercises, with the patient supine; and leg elevation exercises using a triangle support, in order to stimulate blood circulation.

This study was approved by the Research Ethics Committee (Opinion 0055/10). The patient and his family agreed to participate in the study. Parents and caregivers were briefed about the goals of this study and their rights as participants.

Results

After six months of intervention, there was a slight improvement in trunk control and spasticity of the left shoulder. The performance of exercises for the inhibition of pathological reflexes and facilitation of functional movements helped prevent contractures in the paralyzed arm and decrease hypertonicity.

According to the modified Ashworth scale (14) — which is used to assess the intensity of spasticity and its influence on the ability to perform passive and
active movements — the patient had grade 2 spasticity at baseline. This indicates a marked increase in muscle tone over most of the range of motion (ROM), although the patient was able to move his shoulder without much difficulty. After thirteen consecutive sessions, the patient exhibited reduced hypertonicity (grade 1+), which indicates a slight increase in muscle tone, manifested by a catch and release or by minimal resistance at the middle of the range of motion.

At baseline (September/October, 2009), the patient was at high risk for developing pressure ulcers, i.e., he had a score of 10. After 28 sessions, the patient had a score of 14, which indicates moderate risk of developing PU. When assessed with the Braden Scale, the patient showed mild improvement of tissue tolerance to pressure, shear and friction (as well as improvement in other subscales). In the following months, although the patient remained bedridden and had limited mobility because of DVT and his high weight, decubitus changes and proper positioning in bed, together with proper nutrition, were factors that contributed to the achievement of a score of 18 and the prevention of stage 1 and 2 pressure ulcer development. Importantly, stage 1 and 2 PU are extremely frequent in patients who are bedridden for prolonged periods. Immobility is the most common risk factor for the emergence of ulcers, especially in bedridden and obese patients, as changing positions in bed can be an extremely difficult task for these patients.

As shown in the table, after six months of intervention, the patient achieved a score of 18, which reflects low-risk for pressure ulcers. There was an improvement in blood perfusion and systemic oxygenation of the affected areas (heel, sacrum and buttock), due to decubitus changes and proper positioning in bed.

Most erythemas were found in the sacral (33.5%), calcaneal (22.6%) and gluteal regions (43.9%). 89% of the lesions were stage 1 ulcers and 11% were stage 2 pressure ulcers. No stage 3 or 4 PU were detected. None of the lesions had an area greater than 5 cm. Low-power He-Ne laser was used in areas of bony prominences that were under pressure. We used laser irradiation at 4 J/cm² fluence for 4 minutes and in a punctual manner. According to the literature (16), laser therapy is extremely important because it contributes positively to the reduction of erythemas that do not whiten, as well as to the wound healing process. Nussbaum and colleagues had already used this treatment technique in the 1990s and proven its effectiveness in the treatment of pressure ulcers in patients with spinal cord injuries (17).

Discussion

Preventive physical therapy for pressure ulcer

Caring for patients at risk of developing pressure ulcers still constitutes an important problem in the health care process. According to the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel (NPUAP), pressure ulcers can be defined as “an area of localized damage to the skin and/or underlying tissue, usually over a bony prominence, caused by pressure, shear, friction and/or a combination of these”. PU are classified by the depth and extension of tissue damage from stage 1 to stage 4, and are extremely frequent in patients who are bedridden for long periods of time (18).

Thus, it is important to determine which procedures and decisions should be taken for the early identification of individuals at risk of developing pressure ulcers. What procedures should be used to identify skin changes? Given the serious consequences of ulcers both to the patient and his family, it is important that health professionals implement measures to prevent these sores (19). A good prevention measure presupposes the knowledge of the etiology of the patient’s medical condition and of his reality (20). Therefore, it is important to assess the stage of the ulcer. Moreover, the location, extension and depth of the lesion, as well as the condition of the skin (dryness, humidity), the sensitivity, and the level of consciousness and functional activity of the patient should also be assessed.

Acting against the negative effects of immobility on bedridden patients (at home or in the hospital), physical therapy contributes to the reduction of complications and sequelae. It is important to remember that treatment is multidisciplinary, in order to promote control of the clinical condition, maintenance of good nutrition and hygiene, proper positioning in bed, pressure relief and quality of life (13). User embracement is a determining factor in patient adherence to treatment. A humanized and holistic approach can lower barriers to help seeking and reduce the suffering of the patient and his family from the first contact with the staff.
Therefore, the first step for the implementation of preventive measures is the assessment of the patient risk of developing ulcers. Further details of the disease and the role of the multidisciplinary team should be discussed in the first meeting. Physical therapists play an important role in this process. The following preventive measures were taken during treatment to reduce the risk impact: use of pillows and cushions to reposition and elevate the patient’s heels and other bony prominences; performance of transferring and positioning techniques (decubitus changes) at least every two hours; use of an adequate mattress in order to reduce pressure; good postural alignment; proper weight distribution; maintenance of the level of movement and functional activity, mobility and range of motion; inspection of skin folds; monitoring of changes in the health status of the patient (13).

The Braden Scale serves an important reference for physical therapy interventions and for the understanding of risk factors. The scale allows assessing the progress of preventive measures with regard to sensory perception, moisture, activity, mobility, nutrition and friction/shear (21).

It is important to highlight that multiple factors can contribute to the development of pressure ulcers in patients who are bedridden for long periods of time. Epidemiological studies provide a better understanding of the risk factors associated with pressure ulcers. Considerable efforts have been made to establish guidelines for the prevention of pressure ulcers (22 - 24). Some studies have drawn attention to the importance of educational interventions. Professionals must be well informed and prepared in order to provide competent, quality care to patients. The lack of knowledge contributes to the maintenance of the situation. "The prevention of pressure ulcer development requires a better understanding on part of professionals of all the aspects involved in its development, as well as the adoption of ethical attitudes in care delivery, following recommendations and searching for adequate resources" (25).

Preventive physical therapy for shoulder pain

In addition to the risk of developing pressure ulcers, bedridden patients may experience neurological sequelae, such as motor paresis or plegia of a limb or hemibody, which impair mobility and restrict them even further to bed. According to Roper (26) apud Davies, pain in the paralyzed shoulder constitutes an important limitation for any rehabilitation program. Patients who have pain when moving they body will always try to remain still. If the pain is unbearable at rest, patients will have difficulty participating in any active rehabilitation program and resuming independence in activities of daily life because the pain and stiffness interfere with the performance of arm movements. Absolute immobilization of a segment leads to weakness and muscle atrophy due to disuse, as well as muscle contractures, decreased bone mass and joint degeneration. Shoulder pain hampers motor recovery, decubitus changes and postural transfers (27). These conditions justify the performance of early physical therapy interventions.

Hayes and Sullivan (28) identified a higher incidence of upper limb involvement. These authors have found high rates of shoulder subluxation in patients with hemiplegia, especially in the flaccid phase. Muscle weakness due to the absence of the motor control results in the appearance of lesions, such as the ones resulting from the stretching of its structures (29).

The clinical picture is characterized by pain and progressive loss of range of motion due to shoulder misalignment mechanisms, with loss of the shoulder locking mechanism, immobility and improper positioning of the affected arm. Functional recovery is a major challenge due to the complexity of the lost functions. Many physical therapy strategies can be used throughout treatment to prevent pain in the paralyzed shoulder. These include: proper positioning of the torso and shoulder on the bed, and the use of pillows for positioning the paralyzed arm (30). The first important action is to establish an anti-pattern positioning: the patient is supine, has his legs extended, and there is only a small pillow roll in the popliteal region. In addition, the upper limb is kept in maximum possible abduction with external rotation, supination, and extension of the wrist and fingers.

Shoulder pain may be related to several factors, including spasticity and limited range of motion. According to literature, if the pain in the shoulder is already established, recovery is very difficult (31 - 33). Therefore, early intervention is very important in order to prevent complications such as subluxated shoulder. According to Davies, subluxated shoulders are extremely vulnerable and can easily suffer trauma. It is known that the shoulder joint requires a large range of motion in order to allow delicate and
selective manipulations to be performed by the hand and the fingers. In the case of hemiplegia, the upper limb becomes more hypertonic, favoring traction of the scapula and resistance to correction (28).

To decrease spasticity, gain range of motion and prevent shoulder subluxation, we followed Davies’s guidelines. The first goal of this treatment was to restore the normal locking mechanism of the shoulder by correcting the positioning of the scapula, because the trauma may be less painful if the scapula remains mobile. A second goal was to incrase stability of the muscles around the shoulder, through joint mobilization. The more stable the muscles, the better the scapula will be positioned. Finally, a third goal was to maintain the full range of motion without injuring the structures that surround the shoulder (15, 28).

Final Considerations

In conclusion, immobility can cause significant and permanent changes to the patient’s body. The results of this study reveal the need for the implementation of preventive actions in the care of bedridden, neurological patients. Notwithstanding the difficulties experienced during treatment, especially for the positioning of the arm and performance of transferring and positioning techniques, the results of this study are in agreement with aspects considered important in treatment outcome. Early treatment, proper positioning of the paralyzed arm according to the Bobath’s concept, proper handling of the patient (especially during the performance of transferring and positioning techniques) according to the Pressure Ulcer Prevention Protocol of the University of Sao Paulo were essential for the success of the treatment. The absence of (stages 3 and 4) pressure ulcers and neurological sequelae (such as shoulder subluxation) throughout the intervention by the multidisciplinary team serve as an indicator of the quality of care provided by both the caregiver and the health care team.

The complexity of the process of caring for bedridden patients at home demands a new approach by health professionals and especially by physical therapists. An approach that focus on prevention and health promotion. Preventive therapy is playing a growing role in physical therapy. It is tool for practice at various levels of health care (primary, secondary or tertiary) and provides conditions for the health and wellbeing of patients. Physical therapists play an essential role in the identification, analysis and delivery of the necessary care to restore physical and physiological balance, decreasing the likelihood of development of musculoskeletal, postural and respiratory disorders, and pressure ulcers. The goal of home care to bedridden patients should be to provide humanized and comprehensive care by means of a closer relationship between the health care team and the patient and his/her family. Regaining functionality, preventing sequelae and improving patients’ quality of life should be the main goals of any health care provider involved in the care of bedridden patients.
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